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Issue: ‘Raising a glass’ or, just 'bending the elbow'?
[“Permissibility, availability and accessibility - all increase consumption.” Dalgarno Institute.]
This Anzac day is another opportunity to remember that men and women have and are, putting themselves in harm’s way to
protect liberties we are sadly growing more and more blasé about. Evidence of which is seen in the gratuitous and unabashed
injection of beer brewers into this growing national sentiment.
I for one am still waiting for an explanation as to how a living person, drinking alcohol on behalf of fallen soldier, has any benefit
to that fallen solider or his/her family. A hearty ‘cheers mate’ with beer in hand is supposed to be honouring for those who have
paid the ultimate price.
I’ve seen both young and some middle aged, drape themselves in Aussie flags and proceed to get ‘wasted’ and declare ‘I’m
participating in the great Anzac Tradition’. This of course could not be further from the truth.
After both World Wars, and particularly World War I, to protect our returned serviceman from greater self-harm, governments
introduced various levels of ‘prohibition’ on alcohol, not to be ‘killjoys’, but to be truly caring ‘W.O.W.S.E.R’s’ (We Only Want
Social Evils Rectified) to protect the many shattered service men from ‘self-medicating’ with booze. Soldiers, who in battle were
subject to often unspeakable horrors and fears and, as a result they viewed the easily accessible alcohol as the only means to
quieten the internal angst and haunting memories, even if only for a while.
Alcohol wasn’t about ‘camaraderie’ it was, more often than not, about managing the understandable grief and/or fear that only
war can conjure. Today’s young people have no concept of such horrors or sacrifice and playing ‘Call of Duty’ on some gaming
system does nothing to add to that understanding.
Wouldn’t it be better for our nations returned servicemen and women, for all of us to have a week or even just one day free of
alcohol, but more than that, attend Anzac Day services, go out of their way to meet and greet a returned serviceman or woman
and actually thank them? Wouldn’t it be better for our nation at this important celebration to, instead of purchasing alcohol, put
that money aside and give it straight to Legacy or better still buy a dozen Legacy badges and give them to the young and tell them
of the real heroes, heroes like my Great Uncle Al?
Al, this quiet and unassuming 90 year old man who not only served in five different theatres in World War II, but performed a
number of merited and heroic acts and came home, not to speak of those acts or recall the horrors, but to responsibly and
selflessly partake of the freedoms, peace and opportunities he had put his life on the line to attain – to give us the rights we so
often now use to self-indulge, rather than ‘go the extra mile.’
This Anzac Day, let’s try something new, let’s not make alcohol the central amenity. In 2013 let’s make our national appreciation a
‘booze free’ process and instead of ‘raising a glass’, let us really raise both money and awareness for the men, women and their
families that gave so much.
Let’s write a cheque and shake a hand and remind ourselves it was duty, service and sacrifice, not alcohol that made for the
greatness that can be Australia.
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